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Description

The R Series Positioning System for Powered Wheelchair is designed for use with 
power wheelchairs. The R Series Positioning System for Powered Wheelchair use the 
Merits Model P323/P324 Power Wheelchair as the base unit for the tilting, reclining and 
elevating System. The Positioning System and base unit is to be sold together. Model 
P323/P324 Powered Wheelchair is battery powered, center wheel motor driven and is 
controlled  by  the  PG  power  wheelchair  controller.  The  user  interface  is  a 
joystick. P323/P324 is powered by two 12 VDC 62ah batteries. The batteries are 
charged by 5A off-board charger connect with 3-pin Microphone Connector to charging 
socket on joystick. The approximate driving range on fully charged batteries is up to 
38km (24mi). The chair frame is a rived nut and welded steel construction and includes 
two center drive wheels with drive units (including motor, gear, brake), batteries and 
front and rear pivoting casters. Depending on users needs, the joystick motor control is 
mounted to the left or right armrest. When the user activates the joystick, the controller 
receives a signal to release the brakes. With the brakes released, the wheelchair is 
allowed to move in the direction the joystick is actuated. When the user releases the 
joystick, the chair slows to a stop and the brakes are automatically re-engaged. The 
solenoid electromechanical brakes allow the user stop by letting go of the joystick.
The intended function of the R Series Positioning System for Powered Wheelchair is to 
aid in the pressure relief of persons confined to a wheelchair, by providing a method of 
tilting the seat and reclining the seat back.
The R series Positioning System consists of tilt, recline, shear reduction and power 
elevating seat modules. The tilting, reclining and elevating  systems are separate mod-
ules and are independent of each other. As such, they will be offered as either a com-
plete tilt/recline system, or as a separate tilt system or reclining system depending upon 
the user’ needs. 
The tilting, reclining and elevating systems are actuated by 24V DC motorized linear 
actuator.  The tilt system include one motorized linear actuator (Manufacturer: Moteck / 
Model: FD-24-A4-323) causes the seat frame to shift forward. This enhances stability 
since the center of gravity is kept substantially in place while the user is tiliting.
The recline system include one motorized linear actuator (Manufacturer: Moteck / 
Model: FD-24-A4-278)change the position of the backrest with respect to the seat pan. 
The shear reduction module works with recline function to reduce the shear movement 
between the user and the backrest. The reclining system also includes a movable leg 
rest feature.
There two basic models included in the R Series Positioning System. They are Model 
R153(tilt) and R154(tilt +reclining).
The device can be operated on dry, level surfaces composed of concrete, blacktop, or 
asphalt under normal driving conditions.
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   Indications For Use
The Merits Model R series Positioning System for Powered Wheelchair 
is intended for people using a powered wheelchair and requiring positional 
change. Its intended function and use is to aid in the pressure relief to 
persons confined to a powered wheelchair, by way of tilt and reclining seat 
back.

Cautions Federal law restricts this device to sale by or on the order of a physician.
For applicable countries.

SAFETY WARNING
YOUR AUTHORIZED DEALER, PROVIDER, THERAPIST(S), AND/OR OTHER HEALTHCARE 
PROFESSIONALS ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR DETERMINING YOUR REQUIREMENT FOR A 
SEAT BELT FOR SAFE OPERATION OF YOUR MOBILITY  DEVICE. 
REQUIRING A SEAT BELT TO SAFELY OPERATE YOUR MOBILITY PRODUCT, MAKE SURE 
IT IS FASTENED SECURELY IN ORDER TO REDUCE THE POSSIBILITY OF A FALL FROM 
THE  MOBILITY PRODUCT.
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R-Series Positioning Seating System Specification

Model No. Tilt(R153) Tilt,Recline(R154) Tilt, Elevate(R155)

Seat
Width 16"~22" 16"~22" 16"~22"

Dimension
Depth 16"~20" 16"~20" 16"~20"
Height 22" 22" 22"

Seat
Tilt Power Power Power

Function
Recline Manual 90°~120° Power Manual 90°~120°
Elevate N/A N/A Power

Actuator DC linear motor DC linear motor DC linear motor
Power 24V 24V 24V

Model No. Recline(R157)

Seat
Width 16"~22" 16"~22"

Dimension
Depth 16"~20" 16"~20"
Height 22" 22"

Seat
Tilt Power N/A

Function
Recline Power Power
Elevate Power N/A

Actuator DC linear motor DC linear motor
Power 24V 24V

Tilt, Recline, Elevate(R156)
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Rehab Seat adjustment
Headrest adjustment
Adjust to the desired position, and tighten with the knob and the lever.(Fig A-1 to Fig A-4)

Fig A-1 Fig A-2

Fig A-3 Fig A-4
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Fig B1-1

TYPE l : (Fig B1-1)

TYPE II : (Fig B1-2)

Fig B1-2

(2)Height adjustment
   (a)Loosen the lever to remove the side 
        panel. (Fig B2-1)

Fig B2-1

(b)Pull up and remove the side panel. 
    (Fig B2-2, Fig B2-3)

Fig B2-2

    Loosen the screw with the Allen key then
    move the armrest pivot ass’y,
    up and down to desired position, then
    tighten the screw. (Fig B1-1, Fig B1-2)

(1)Angle adjustment

 Armrest adjustment
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Fig B2-3

(3)Flip-up the armrest
    (a)Turn the release lever upward to release the 
        armrest support bracket.(Fig B3-1)

Fig B3-1

Fig B3-2

There are four stages for user to adjust, 
8”, 9”, 10”, 11”.(Fig B2-4)
    (c)Remove the screw with Allen key then move 
        the armrest ass’y. up and down to desired position, 
        then reinstall and tighten the screw.(Fig B 2-4)
    (d)Loosen the screw with the Allen key then move 
        the armrest pivot up and down to 
        desired position, then tighten the screw.
        (Fig B1-1, Fig B1-2)

Fig B2-4

(b)Flip-up the armrest for easy access.(Fig B3-2)
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Swing back controller bracket. (Fig C1)

Fig C1

Fig C2

(1) Press the spring button and pull 
      out the bracket tube, then flip-up 
      the armrest.  (Fig C2)
(2) Use Allen key to loosen both screws, 
      then move controller bracket forward 
      and backward to desired position, 
      tretighten screws and lock armrest 
      brace in receiver. (Fig C2)

Adjustment of the joystick position

Joystick Adjustment
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Fig D1

(2) Remove seat cushion ass’y

(1) Remove the cushion ass’y

(3) Lift the back cover

Fig D2

Fig D3

Seat width adjustment TYPE I:
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Fig D4

(6) Use an Allen key and an open-end 
      wrench to remove the back panel 
      screws and remove the back plate 
      (Fig D4, Fig D5).

(7) Use an Allen key to remove the 
      seat-board screws, and then 
      remove the seat-board. 

Fig D5

Fig D6
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Fig D7

(8) Power-tilt the seat to an appropriate angle.
(9) Use an Allen key to remove the screws of 
      the adjust-side-tubes under the seat base 
      ass’y(2 pieces at right and 2 at left ), then 
      move the side-adjustable-tubes(left and 
      right) to the appropriate position, then lock 
      the screws back in.

The seat width adjust range is 16”, 17”, 18”, 19”, 20”, 21” and 22”.
(10) The width between the right and left backrest tubes sets can be adjusted 
       according to the move of the adjust-side-tubes.
(11) Reverse the above processes (Fig D7 - Fig D1) then we can assemble the 
       parts back. 

Attention: The shift distance of the left adjust-side-tube and the right adjust-side-tube 
                have to be the same. It cannot be offset to one side.
Attention: When assembling the seat-board back, please place the same positions 
                on both sides of holes. It cannot be offset to one side.
Attention: When assembling the back-board back, please place the same positions 
                 on both sides of holes. It cannot be offset to one side.

TYPE II
(1)Remove the cushion ass’y.(Fig D1)
(2)Remove the seat cushion ass’y.(Fig D2)
(3)Lift the back cover.(Fig D3)
(4)Use an Allen key and an open-end wrench to remove the back panel screws and 
    remove the back plate.(Fig D4, Fig D5)
(5)Use an Allen key to remove the seat-board screws, and then remove the
    seat-board.(Fig D6)
(6)Remove the foam sleeve. (Fig D8)
(7)Use an Allen key to remove the handlebar front screws and the handlebar rear 
    screws from the actuator upper bracket tube. (Fig D8, Fig D9)

Fig D8
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             Fig D9

(8)Use an Allen key and an open-end wrench to remove the screws and the nuts from 
    the actuator lower bracket tube. (Fig D10)

              Fig D10

(9)Power-tilt the seat to an appropriate angle.(Fig D7)
(10)Use an Allen key to remove the screws of the adjust-side-tubes under the seat
      base ass’y. (2 pieces at right and 2 at left), then move the side-adjustable-tubes (left
      and right) to the appropriate position, then lock the screw back in.(Fig D7)

The seat width adjust range is 16”, 17”, 18”, 19”, 20”, 21” and 22”.
(11)The width between the right and left backrest tubes sets can be adjusted according
      to the move of the adjust-side-tubes.
(12)Reverse the above processes (Fig D10 - Fig D1) then we can assemble the parts
      back.

Attention: the shift distance of the left adjust-side-tube and the right adjust-side-tube
                have to the same. It cannot be offset to one side.
Attention: When assembling the seat-board back. Please place the same positions on
                 both sides of holes. It cannot be offset to one side.
Attention: When assembling the actuator upper bracket tube, please place the same
                 positions on both sides of holes. It cannot be offset to one side.
Attention: When assembling the actuator lower bracket tube, please place the same
                 positions on both sides of holes. It cannot be offset to one side.
Attention: When assembling the back-board back, please place the same positions on 
                 both sides of holes. It cannot be offset to one side.
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Fig D11

(1) Remove seat pad ass’y (Fig D2)
(2) Remove seat-frame cover (Fig D3)
(3) Use an Allen key to remove the seat-board 
      screw, and then remove the seat-board
     (Fig D6)
(4) Use an Allen key to remove the screws and 
     nuts of the backrest (left and right), and then 
     move front-rear directions to the appropriate 
     position, then put the screws back in and lock 
     with nuts (Fig D11)

Seat depth adjustment

The seat depth adjust range is 16”, 17”, 18”, 19” and 20”.
(6) Reverse the above processes then we can assemble the parts back. 

TYPE I:

TYPE II

Fig D12
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Fig E1

(1) Remove the rear cover(top) 
(2) Remove the seat-frame cover 
(3) Unplug the controller connectors

Fig E2

(4) Unplug the safety switch connectors

Fig E3

(5) Unplug the actuator connectors

Seat height adjustment TYPE I:
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Fig E4

(6) Use an Allen key to remove the seat 
     assy screws (4 locations) and remove 
     the seat from the power chair and 
     place on floor.

Fig E5

(7) Remove the pin as shown in the photo, 
     and adjust the seat-support-frame ass’y 
     to the appropriate height then insert the 
     pin. The range of seat-height adjustment 
     is 18.6” and 19.3”
(8) Reverse the above processes then 
     reassemble the parts.
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TYPE II:
Seat height adjustment
 (1)Unplug the controller connectors. (Fig E6)

Fig E6

Fig E7

(2)Use an Allen key to remove the seat ass’y. screw (4 locations) and remove the seat
     from the power base and place on floor.(Fig E7)

Fig E8

(3)Remove the rear cover(top). (Fig E8)

Fig E9

(4)Remove the frame cover.(Fig E9)
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(6)Reverse the above processes then reassemble the parts.

TYPE III: (with elevator)
Seat height adjustment
(1)Unplug the controller connectors. (Fig E10)

(2)Remove the seat-frame cover.(Fig E11)

(3)Unplug the elevator actuator connectors. (Fig E12)

(4)Use an Allen key to remove the seat ass’y. screw (4 locations) and remove the seat
     from the elevator and place on floor.(Fig E13)

Fig E10

Fig E11

Fig E12

(5)Remove the pin as shown in the photo, and adjust the seat-support frame ass’y. to the 
    appropriate height then insert the pin. The range of seat-height adjustment is 18.6” and 
   19.3”.(Fig E5)
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 (8)  Remove the rear cover(top). (Fig E8)
 (9)  Remove the frame cover.(Fig E9)
(10) Remove the pin as shown in the photo, and adjust the seat-support frame
       ass’y. to the appropriate height then insert the pin. The range of seat-height
       adjustment is 18.6” and 19.3”.(Fig E5)
(11) Reverse the above processes then reassemble the parts.

 Fig E13

 Fig E14

 Fig E15

 Fig E16

(5)Unplug the controller connectors. (Fig E14)

(6) Unplug the safety switch connectors. (Fig E15)

(7) Use an Allen key to remove the elevator ass’y. 
      screw (4 locations) and remove the elevator 
      from power base and place on floor.(Fig E16)
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Fig F1

Fig F2

In order to prevent user from dangerous 
driving, there is a “safety switch” to control 
the angle of rehab seat.
When the seat tilts more than 15°, the drive 
function is disabled.
You must tilt seat less than 15°, and touch 
the “seat tilt” button again to change to 
drive mode. (Fig F1)

Safety switch

(1)Tilt

(2)Recline
    (a)When the backrest reclines more than
        110° (from seat plate), the drive function
         is disable. (Fig F2)
    (b)You must adjust backrest angle less than
        110° (from seat plate), and touch the
        “seat mode”button again to change to drive
        mode.

(3)Elevator
    This mechanism has a device of terminal
    switch, when the seat is lifted to break
    away from the terminal switch, the speed
    will be lowered to 1/4 of the normal speed.
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The footplate is installed directly on the seating system to accommodate users
who require a positioning system.

Front Riggings 

Footplate 

(1) Installing the footplate onto the rehab seat

Fig G3

Fig G1

Fig G2

 (a) Insert the footplate into the mounting
      tube on the chair.(Fig G1)

 (b) Tighten the konbs and insert the pin
      (Fig G2)

(a) Loosen the knob, then move the 
     footplate bracket tube forward and 
     backward to desired position, then 
     lock again. (Fig G3)

(2) Position adjustment
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(a) Loosen and remove the screw, then 
      move footplate support tube up and 
      down  to  desired  position,  then 
      reinstall and tighten screw. (Fig G4)

Fig G4

(a) Flip-up the footplate for easy 
     access. (Fig G5)
(b) With an Allen key, simply turn the 
     bolt clockwise to increase the angle 
     or counterclockwise to decrease it. 
     (Fig G5)
(c) Hold hexagonal bolt (RH) with wrench 
     and loosen the unit (LH). (Fig G5)
(d) Choose the right angle and tighten 
     the bolt.Fig G5

(3)Height adjustment

(4) Flip-up the footplate

Elevating Leg Rests

(1) Insert the top mounting pin of the 
     elevating legrest from the side into 
     the mounting tube on the chair. 
     (Fig G6)
(2) Swing the elevating legrest toward 
     the center until it locks into position. 
     (Fig G6)

Fig G6

Installing the elevating legrest onto the rehab seat

Elevating Leg Rests (ELRs) offer an infinite range of adjustment for the leg angle.
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(1)Swing in/out legrest
     (a) Pull the plastic lever down to release
          the locking mechanism. (Fig H1)
      (b) Push the legrest outward 
            (or inward). (Fig H1)
      (c) Push the legrest inward (or outward) 
           until it locks into place. (Fig H1)

(2)Elevating legrest
     (a) Pull up the legrest directly to the 
          desired position. (Fig H2)
     (b) Pushing the release bar causes 
          the legrest to return to the original 
          position. (Fig H2)

Fig H1

Fig H2

Adjustment Legrest

Fig H3

(3)Position adjustment
     (a) Loosen the screw with Allen 
           key. (Fig H3)
     (b) Adjust the hanger tube forward 
           and backward to desired 
           position. (Fig H3)
     (C) Tighten the screw. (Fig H3)
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(4)Height adjustment
    (a) Loosen the screw with screwdriver 
         and wrench then take off the screw 
         and nut (Fig H4)
    (b) Adjust the height of footplate to 
         desired position then install the 
         screw. (Fig H4)
    (c) Tighten the screw. (Fig H4)

(1) Loosen the screws with Allen 
     key. (Fig I1)
(2) Adjust the leg-pad to desired 
     position. (Fig I1)
(3) Tighten the screws. (Fig I1)

Fig H4

Fig I1

Leg-pad Position adjustment

High-Pivot Power Elevating Leg Rests

The high-pivot power elevating leg rests  utilize a high pivot point to more closely 
mimic the motion of the knee during leg rest elevation. They can be adjusted 
either as a pair or individually. They are available with all power bases that support 
upgraded electronics. The high-pivot power elevating leg rests operate through the 
power chair controller or toggle switch.
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(1)Installing the high-pivot power elevating 
     legrests onto the rehab seat.
    (a) Insert the top mounting pin of the
         elevating legrest from the side into
         the mounting tube on the chair.
         (Fig J1)
    (b) Swing the elevating legrest toward
          the center until it locks into position.
          (Fig J1)
    (c) Plug the actuator connectors. (Fig J2)

(2)Adjustment power elevating leg rests

(a)Swing in/out power elevating leg rests.

Fig J2

Fig J1

Fig J3

‧Pull the plastic lever down to release
    the locking mechanism. (Fig J3)
‧Push the power elevating leg rests 
    outward (or inward). (Fig J3)
‧Push the power elevating leg rests
    inward (or outward) until it locks into
    place. (Fig J3)

(3)Position adjustment

    (a)Loosen the screw with Allen key.(Fig H3)

    (b)Adjust the hanger tube forward and backward to desired position.(Fig H3)

    (c)Tighten the screw.(Fig H3)
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(4)Height adjustment
    (a) Loosen the screw with screwdriver 
         and wrench then take off the screw 
         and nut (Fig J4)
    (b) Adjust the height of footplate to 
         desired position then install the 
         screw. (Fig J4)
    (c) Tighten the screw. (Fig J4)

Fig J4

The power articulating footplate maintains the correct knee-to-heel measurements 
when the user’s legs  are being elevated.

(b)Insert the power articulating footplate 
    into the mounting tube on the chair.
    (Fig K2)

Power Articulating Footplate 

(1) Installing the power articulating footplate
      onto the rehab seat.

 (a) loosen and remove the knobs(Fig K1)

 Fig K1

Fig K2
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(c)Insert the pin.(Fig K3)

(d)Insert and tighten the screws.(Fig K4)

 

Fig K3

Fig K4

   (f) Plug the acturator connector.(Fig K5)

(2) Height adjustment
    (a) Loosen and remove the screws, then 
         move footplate support set up and
         down to desired position, then reinstall
         and tighten screws.(Fig L1)

 Fig K5

Fig L1
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(3) Flip-up the footplate
    (a) Flip-up the footplate for easy access. (Fig G5)
    (b) With an Allen key, simply turn the bolt clockwise to increase the angle or 
         counterclockwise to decrease it.  (Fig G5)
    (c) Hold hexagonal bolt(RH) with wrench and loosen the unit(LH). (Fig G5)
    (d) Choose the right angle and tighten the  bolt.

(4) Leg-pad Height adjustment

    (a) Loosen the screws with screwdriver.
         (Fig M1)
    (b) Adjust the leg-pad to desired position. 
         (Fig M1)
    (c) Tighten the screws. (Fig M1)

Fig M1

(5) Leg-pad Position adjustment.

(a) Loosen and remove the screw with 
     Allen key. (Fig N1)
(b) Adjust the Leg-pad support set forward
     or backward to desired position. (Fig N1)
(c) Reinstall and tighten the screw. (Fig N1)

Fig N1
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If your rehab seat is not operating
properly, please take the following 
steps prior to calling Technical 
Support.

If any of the above tests fail, 
contact your local dealer.
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